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FICTION

*Queen of Dirt Island HB
Donal Ryan
9780857525215 €17.99 ____
Transworld

*Queen of Dirt Island
Donal Ryan
9781781620403 €16.99 ____
Transworld

*Haven HB
Emma Donoghue
9781529091113 €19.99 ____
Macmillan

*Haven
Emma Donoghue
9781529091144 €17.99 ____
Macmillan

From the award-winning, Booker
longlisted author Donal Ryan comes a
searing, jubilant novel about four
generations of women and the love
and stories that bind them.

From the award-winning, Booker
longlisted author Donal Ryan comes a
searing, jubilant novel about four
generations of women and the love and
stories that bind them.

Haunting, moving and vividly told,
Haven displays Emma Donoghue's
trademark world-building and
psychological intensity - but this tale is
like nothing she has ever written
before . . .

Haunting, moving and vividly told,
Haven displays Emma Donoghue's
trademark world-building and
psychological intensity - but this tale
is like nothing she has ever written
before . . .

Marriage Portrait HB
Maggie O’Farrell
9781472223845 €29.99 ____
Headline

Marriage Portrait
Maggie O’Farrell
9781472223852 €17.99 ____
Headline

*Run Time
Catherine Ryan Howard
9781838951672 €15.99 _____
Atlantic

The breathtaking new novel from the
author of Hamnet, the Sunday Times
No.1 bestseller (2021) and winner of
the Women's Prize for Fiction 2020,
The Marriage Portrait is a dazzling
evocation of the Italian Renaissance
in all its beauty and brutality.

The breathtaking new novel from the
author of Hamnet, the Sunday Times
No.1 bestseller (2021) and winner of the
Women's Prize for Fiction 2020, The
Marriage Portrait is a dazzling evocation
of the Italian Renaissance in all its beauty
and brutality.

Movie-making can be murder.
-The project
Final Draft, a psychological horror,
being ﬁlmed at a house deep in a
forest, miles from anywhere in the
wintry wilds of West Cork.
-The problem
Something isn't quite right about Final
Draft. When the strange goings-on in
the script start to happen on set too.

Carrie Soto is Back
Taylor Jenkins Reid
9781529152135 €15.99 ____
Ebury

Hide and Seek
Andrea Mara
9781787634527 €16.99 ____
Bantam

Night Ship
Jess Kidd
9781838856519 €17.99 ____
Canongate

In this riveting and unforgettable
novel, Taylor Jenkins Reid tells a story
about the cost of greatness and a
legendary athlete attempting a
comeback.

The unmissable new crime thriller for
2022 from the top ten Sunday Times
bestselling author of All Her Fault.

The Night Ship is an enthralling tale of
human brutality, providence and
friendship, and of two children,
hundreds of years apart, whose fates
are inextricably bound together.

Ink Black Heart
Robert Galbraith
9780751584189 €19.99 ___
Warner

*Love Algorithim
Claudia Carroll
9781838778309 €16.99 ____
Zaﬀre
True love is only just a swipe away?
Right? Iris is good with numbers. In
fact, she's great at numbers.
Educated, cultured and career-driven,
she's got it all. Well, nearly. The only
thing missing from her perfectly
calibrated life is a partner - and not
for lack of trying.

FICTION

Wish You Were Here
Jodi Picoult
9781473692534 €10.99 ____
Hodder

Twist of a Knife
Anthony Horowitz
9781529124330 €16.99 ____
Ebury

Latecomer
Jean Hanuﬀ Korelitz
9780571376902 €10.99 ____
Faber & Faber

Girlcrush
Florence Given
9781914240546 €17.99 ____
Brazen

The Oppenheimer triplets have been
reared with every advantage: wealth,
education, and the determined attention
of at least one of their parents. But they
have been desperate to escape each
other ever since they were born.

GIRLCRUSH is a dark feminist
comedy by bestselling author
Florence Given.

Blank Pages and Other Stories
Bernard MacLaverty
9781529114256 €11.99 ____
Ebury

Heat 2
Michael Mann
9780008222758 €16.99 ____
Harper Collins

Daisy Darker
Alice Feeney
9781529089813 €17.99 ____
Macmillan

Last Party
Clare Mackintosh
9780751577112 €17.99 ____
Warner

The extraordinary new story
collection from one of Ireland's
greatest writers and bestselling
author of Mindwinter Break. Now
available in PB.

Michael Mann, Oscar-nominated
ﬁlmmaker and writer-director of Heat
and Miami Vice, teams up with Edgar
Award-winning author Meg Gardiner to
deliver Mann's ﬁrst crime novel - an
explosive return to the world and
characters of his classic ﬁlm Heat.

Daisy Darker is an all-consuming tale of
psychological suspense with a spectacular
twist from the internationally bestselling
author Alice Feeney.

On New Year's Eve, Rhys Lloyd has a
house full of guests. His lakeside
holiday homes are a success, and he's
generously invited the village to drink
champagne with their wealthy new
neighbours. This will be the party to
end all parties. But not everyone is
there to celebrate. By midnight, Rhys
will be ﬂoating dead in the freezing
waters of the lake.

Trust
Harnan Diaz
9781529074505 €17.99 ____
Macmillan

Night Interns
Austin Duﬀy
9781783788330 €15.99 ____
Granta

Small Miracles
Anne Booth
9781787302983 €15.99____
Random House

Harlem Shuﬄe
Colson Whitehead
9780708899472 €10.99 ____
Futura

A literary puzzle about money,
power, and intimacy, Trust is a novel
that challenges the myths shrouding
wealth, and the ﬁctions that often
pass for history.

The Night Interns beautifully conjures
the alien space of the hospital wards
and corridors through the viewpoint of
one of the interns, as he comes to
terms with the bodily reality of the
patients and the bizarre instruments of
healing.

Three nuns play the lottery to save their
failing convent, resulting in a story of
friendship, community, faith and love.

Harlem Shuﬄe is driven by an
ingeniously intricate plot that plays
out in a beautifully recreated
Harlem of the early 1960s. It's a
family saga masquerading as a
crime novel, a hilarious morality
play, a social novel about race and
power, and ultimately a love letter
to Harlem.

FICTION

Apollo Murders
Chris Hadﬁeld
9781529406832 € 10.99 ____
Quercus

Eden
Jim Crace
9781529062441 €17.99 ____
Macmillan

This Wild, Wild Country
Inga Vesper
9781838776688 €16.99 ____
Zaﬀre

An exceptional Cold War thriller from
the dark heart of the Space Race, by
astronaut and New York Times
bestselling author Chris Hadﬁeld.
Now available in PB

Jim Crace's Eden is deliciously intriguing
and totally propulsive. A beautiful,
fabular novel that toys with creation
myth, and asks where authority lies,
who commands fear and what - outside
of hallowed ground - is an angel but a
bird?

Three women. A small, isolated town. A
decades old mystery.

Last White Man
Mohsin Hamid
9780241566572 €15.99 ____
Hamilton

Genesis
Chirs Carter
9781471197581 €15.99____
S&S

Curfew
T.M. Logan
9781838776732 €10.99 ____
Zaﬀre

Jealousy Man
Jo Nesbo
9781529115376 €10.99 ____
Ebury

From the internationally bestselling
author of Exit West, a story of love,
loss, and rediscovery in a time of
unsettling change

A killing like no other.
A killer more twisted than he's ever
seen before.
A case that will test him to the limit.
Has Robert Hunter ﬁnally met his
match?

The brand new up-all-night thriller
from the Sunday Times bestselling
author of Richard and Judy pick The
Holiday, now a major TV Drama.

In his ﬁrst ever collection of short
stories, this master of crime delivers
a gripping, edge-of-your seat read
that you won't be able to put down.

1989
Val McDermid
9780751583113 €17.99 ____
Warner

*While She Sleeps
Arlene Hunt
9781473699526 €17.50 _____
Hodder

Forest of Vanishing Stars
Kristin Harmel
9781802793628 €10.99 ____
Welbeck

Love on the Brain
Ali Hazelwood
9781408725771 €10.99 ____
Little Brown

The latest Allie Burns thriller, set a
decade after the bestselling ﬁrst
novel in the ground-breaking, iconic
new series.

The page-turning new thriller from
Ireland's queen of grit-lit.

Yona has used her knowledge of the
wilderness to help hundreds of Jews
escape the Nazis. But what happens
when a secret from her past emerges
and threatens everything? After being
stolen from her wealthy German
parents and raised in the unforgiving
wilderness of eastern Europe, a young
woman ﬁnds herself alone in 1941 after
her kidnapper dies.

From the New York Times bestselling
author of The Love Hypothesis comes
a new STEMinist rom-com in which a
scientist is forced to work on a
project with her nemesis - with
explosive results.

Dark Rooms
Lynda La Plante
9781804180365
Bonnier

€16.99 ____

Helena Lanark is an elderly woman,
living in a luxurious care home. The
heiress of an immense family fortune,
she keeps the secret to the horror
which once occurred within the Lanark
family house. Jane Tennison travels to
Australia where she discovers the dark
secret, that the Lanark family has kept
hidden for decades.

FICTION

Who’s Lying Now?
Susan Lewis
9780008471859 €10.99 ____
Harper Collins

Challenge
Danielle Steel
9781529021882 €17.99 ____
Macmillan

Don't miss the captivating new
page-turner from Sunday Times
bestselling author Susan Lewis
You think you're safe.
You think you know your neighbours.
But can you ever really know who's
telling the truth?

All Good People Here
Ashley Flowers
9780008538774 €15.99 ____
Harper Collins

Midnight Kiling
Sharon Dempsey
97800008424480
Harper Collins

A gripping, twisty thriller for fans of
cold crime cases - from the #1 CRIME
JUNKIE podcast host Ashley Flowers.

An absolutely gripping and totally
unputdownable crime thriller that
will keep you up all night! Perfect for
fans of Patricia Gibney, Val McDermid
and Rachel Caine.

€10.99 ____

It Girl
Ruth Ware
9781398508361 €15.99 ____
S&S

Ninth Month
James Patterson
9781529159813 €10.99 ____
Ebury

Shattered
James Patterson
9781529159344 €16.99 ____
Ebury

Nightingale - Tie In
Kristin Hannah
9781509898411 €10.99____
Macmillan

A new page-turning thriller from the
international number one bestselling
author Ruth Ware.

One woman is about to become the
victim of her own success.

After returning from his honeymoon,
Detective Michael Bennett is greeted
with the shocking news that FBI agent
Emily Parker is missing.

Soon to be a major motion picture,
The Nightingale is a multi-million copy
bestseller across the world. It has
become a phenomenon that has
enthralled a generation of readers.

Bonsai
Alejandro Zambra
9781913097998 €11.99 ____
GBS

All This Could Be Diﬀerent
Sarah Thankam Mathews
9781474624787 €17.99 ___
Weideneld

Last House on the Street
Diane Chamberlain
9781472271242 €10.99 ____
Headline

My Other Husband
Dorothy Koomson
9781472277398 €17.99 ____
Headlne

This is a novel about being young in the
21st century. About the excitement of
moving to a new city: about gay bars,
house parties and new romances.
About a group of friends - about Sneha,
Tig and Thom - and how that can
become a family.

A street where the neighbours are
always watching. A family's secret
behind closed doors.
The unmissable new novel from the
Sunday Times and New York Times
bestselling author.

Someone's trying to frame me for
murder. But I can't prove my
innocence. Because then I'd have to
confess about... my other husband.

FICTION

Isaac and the Egg
Bobby Palmer
9781472285508 €17.99 ____
Headline

Emily in Paris
Catherine Kalengula
9781800784499 €11.60 ____
Piccadilly Press

A young man walks into the woods on
the worst morning of his life and ﬁnds
something there that will change
everything. Sometimes, to get out of
the woods, you have to go into them.
Isaac and the Egg is one of the most
hopeful, honest and wildly
imaginative novels you will ever read.

Girls are Good
Ilaria Bernardini
9780008503055 €15.99 ____
Harper Collins

Outlaw
James Swallow
9781838774646 €11.99 ____
Zaﬀre

Martina wants to be the best gymnast
in the world. But so does everyone
around her. During one week of intense
competition, Martina and her
teammates are tested to the limit, and
any sign of weakness can quickly spell
the end. By the end of the week, one of
the gymnasts will be dead.

The brilliant, explosive new book from
the master of the modern espionage
thriller and Sunday Times bestseller
James Swallow.

Quarter to Midnight
Karen Rose
9781472282927 €17.99 ____
Headine

Change of Circumstance
Susan Hill
9781529110531 €10.99 ____
Ebury

Anomaly
Herve le Tellier
9781405950800 €11.99 ____
Penguin

*Branded
Martina Murphy
9780349134970
Abacus

Innocent of guilty. It's a matter of
which lines you cross.
It's mid-winter and a body is
discovered in a ﬂat just outside
Laﬀerton. It's a drugs overdose but
something doesn't feel right. The
place is entirely empty. Damp walls,
bare ﬂoorboards. Not even a bed.

No one knows how it happened. But
it'll change their lives forever...
During a terrifying storm, Air France
ﬂight 006 - inexplicably - duplicates.
For every passenger, there are now
two: a double with the same mind,
body and memories. Only one thing
sets them apart - while one plane
lands in March, the other doesn't
arrive until June.

During an unprecedented heatwave,
the body of a young girl is found in a
submerged suitcase in Loch
Acorrymore on Achill Island. DS Lucy
Golden is tasked with identifying her
and returning her to her family. With
the help of her team, they discover
that the girl was a runaway, who had
spent some time in a homeless shelter.
She has been murdered and an
investigation is launched.

Dark Music
David Lagercrantz
9781529413182 €17.99 ____
Quercus

Seventeen
John Brownlow
9781529382549 €17.99 ____
Hodder

The launch of a new series inspired
by Sherlock Holmes. A murder
investigation brings together two
unlikely allies in a race to uncover a
shadowy international conspiracy.

Visceral, cinematic and insanely
addictive, 17 will keep you on the edge
of your seat and live long in the
memory. Until 18 comes along ...

€17.50____

Long Knives
Irvine Welsh
9781787334106 €17.65 ____
Vintage

Quarter to Midnight is the ﬁrst
thrilling novel in a brand new series by
Sunday Times bestselling author Karen
Rose, set in New Orleans.

Book of Sand
Theo Clare
9781529158014 €11.99 ____
Ebury
The Book of Sand: the ﬁrst novel in an
epic series created by one of the most
gifted and invented storytellers of the
twenty-ﬁrst century.

FICTION

First Binding
R.R. Virdi
9781473233997 €17.99 ____
Gollancz

City of Mist
Carlos Ruiz Zafon
9781474623131 €11.99____
Weidenfeld

Love and Other Human Errors
Bethany Clift
9781529332186 €17.99 ____
Hodder

Rabbit Hutch
Tess Gunty
9780861544813 €16.40 ____
Oneworld

All legends are born of truths. And
just as much lies. These are mine.
Judge me for what you will. But you
will hear my story ﬁrst.

The echo of the novels of The
Cemetery of Forgotten Books series
resonates in the stories of Carlos Ruiz
Zafon: gathered here for the ﬁrst time
- and some never before published in
English - these stories are a
celebration of one of the world's great
storytellers

An unforgettable story about love in all
its chaotic glory from the author of
Last .One At The Party

An online obituary writer. A young
mother with a secret. A woman
waging a solo campaign against
rodents. Separated by the thin walls of
the Rabbit Hutch, a low-cost housing
complex in the run-down Indiana town
of Vacca Vale, these individual lives
unfold.

Today a Woman Went Mad in ...
Hilma Wolitzer
9781526656490 €12.90 ____
Bloomsbury

Better the Blood
Michael Bennett
9781398512221 €15.99 ____
S&S

Everyone in My Family Has Killed....
Benjamin Stevenson
9780241594940 €15.99 ____
Hamilton

Red Notebook
Michael Bussi
9781474613248 €17.99 ____
Weidenfeld

Another day! And then another and
another and another. It seemed as if
it would all go on forever in that
exquisitely boring and beautiful way.
But of course it wouldn't; everyone
knows that. In this collection, Hilma
Wolitzer invites us inside the private
world of domestic bliss, seen mostly
through the lens of Paulie and
Howard's gloriously ordinary
marriage.

Hana Westerman is a tenacious Ma ori
detective juggling single motherhood
and the pressures of her career in
Auckland's Central Investigation
Branch. When she's led to a crime
scene by a mysterious video, she
discovers a man hanging in a secret
room.

I was dreading the Cunningham family
reunion even before the ﬁrst murder.
Before the storm stranded us at the
mountain resort. The thing is, us
Cunninghams don't really get along.
We've only got one thing in common:
we've all killed someone.
When they ﬁnd the ﬁrst body in the
snow, it's clear that only a Cunningham
could have committed the crime - and
it's up to me to prove it.

Leyli Maal is a beautiful Malian
woman, mother of three, living in a
tiny apartment on the outskirts of
Marseille. Her quiet life as a wellintegrated immigrant is suddenly
shaken when her beautiful eldest
daughter, Bamby, becomes the main
suspect in two murders linked to a
lethal illegal immigration racket.

Devil Takes You Home
Gabino Iglesias
9781472291066 €17.99 ____
Headline

Women Could Fly
Megan Giddingd
9781035001590 €17.99 ____
Macmillan

So Happy For You
Celia Laskey
9780008481063 €15.99 ____
Harper Collins

Last Gift of the Master Artists
Ben Okri
9781803285689 €15.99 ____
Head of Zeus

An extremely powerful and gripping
thriller, the perfect read for fans of
Breaking Bad and Stephen King.

In this powerful and timely novel,
Megan Giddings explores the limits
women face - and the powers they
have to transgress and transcend
them.

Bridesmaids meets Black Mirror in the
most twisted and entertaining thriller
of 2022

First published as Starbook in 2007,
Ben Okri has spent many years
rewriting this epic novel, set just
before the arrival of the Atlantic slave
trade. He has sought to bring to it a
greater simplicity, to make the political
and historical implications of the story
clearer.

FICTION

Quarry
Damon Galgut
9781529198188 €11.99 ____
Ebury

Not Safe for Work
Isabel Kaplan
9780241537251 €15.99 ____
Hamilton

A man with no name staggers down
a lonely stretch of road that cuts
through the simmering veld of rural
South Africa. He is exhausted and
hungry yet dives for the long grass
whenever cars approach. He is on
the run.

For fans of The Morning Show and My
Dark Vanessa , a compulsively readable
debut novel about a young woman
trying to succeed in Hollywood without
selling her soul

This Beating Heart
Laura Barnett
971474617178 €17.99 ____
Weidenfeld

Black Dog
Kevin Bridges
9781472289049 € 17.99 ____
Headline
THE BLACK DOG is the exciting debut
novel from one of Britain's
most-loved comedians, Kevin Bridges

Small Circle of Beings
Damon Galgut
9781529198164 €11.99____
Ebury

Bad Fruit
Ella King
9780008476564 €15.99____
Harper Collins

Change
Kristen Miller
9780008494667 €15.99____
Harper Collins

Robert Ludlums Bourne Sacriﬁce
Brian Freeman
9781803285870 €19.50____
Head of Zeus

The ﬁrst collection of extraordinary
stories from one of the greatest
writers of our time. With astonishing
clarity, Booker Prize winner Galgut
explores both the intimacies and
violence of family life against the
complex landscape of 1980s South
Africa.

Gripping and devastating, from a voice
that cuts as sharp as a knife, this is an
unforgettable story about a family gone
bad.

With newfound powers the time has
come to take matters into their own
hands... After Nessa is widowed and
her daughters leave for college, she's
left alone in her house near the ocean.
In the quiet hours, she hears voices
belonging to the dead - who will only
speak to her.

Jason Bourne tackles a global media
conspiracy and a murderous tech giant
in the latest electrifying entry in Robert
Ludlum's New York Times bestselling
series.

After She’d Gone
Alex Dahl
9781801108270 €19.50 ____
Head of Zeus

Trespass
Clare Clark
9780349016955 €17.99____
Abacus

Do No Harm
Robert Pobi
9781529348484 €17.99____
Hodder

Golden Couple
Hendrick’s & Pekkanen
9781529056105 €16.99____
Macmillan

Unsettling, gripping and glamorous.
A timely psychological thriller about
the danger of beauty, the lure of
power, and the ﬁerce love of a
mother for her son.

Complex, profound and devastatingly
timely, this brilliant psychological
suspense explores the twisted world
of undercover operations, the most
secretive part of the secret state
where nothing is sacred and no one
cares to count the cost.

A string of murders. A killer in the
shadows. Only one man who can
stop them..

From Greer Hendricks and Sarah
Pekkanen, the authors of the top ten
bestseller The Wife Between Us and
An Anonymous Girl, comes The
Golden Couple - a compelling pageturner that will keep you guessing to
the very end.

FICTION

Lord of the Rings
J.R.R. Tolkien
9780008537760 €29.99____
Harper Collins

Fellowship of the Ring HB
J.R.R. Tolkien
9780008567125 €19.99____
Harper Collins

Two Towers HB
J.R.R. Tolkien
9780008567132 €19.99____
Harper Collins

Return of the King HB
J.R.R. Tolkien
9780008567149 €19.99____
Harper Collins

Begin your journey into Middleearth. A New Legend Begins on
Prime Video, in The Lord of the
Rings: The Rings of Power.

Special clothbound collector's hardback
edition of the ﬁrst part of J.R.R.
Tolkien's epic masterpiece, The Lord of
the Rings. This edition features the
complete story with a unique cover
design and the iconic maps appearing
in red and black as endpapers.

Special clothbound collector's hardback
edition of the ﬁrst part of J.R.R. Tolkien's
epic masterpiece, The Lord of the Rings.
This edition features the complete story
with a unique cover design and the
iconic maps appearing in red and black
as endpapers.

Special clothbound collector's hardback
edition of the ﬁrst part of J.R.R. Tolkien's
epic masterpiece, The Lord of the Rings.
This edition features the complete story
with a unique cover design and the
iconic maps appearing in red and black
as endpapers.

Disapperence of Josef Mengele
Olivier Guez
9781788735889 €15.50____
Verso

Dragonlance; Dragons of Deceit
Margaret Weis
9781529150421 €16.99___
Ebury

White Rock
Anna Hope
9780241562772
Hamilton

The ﬁrst new Dragonlance novel from
Margaret Weis and Tracy Hickman in
over a decade, and featuring fanfavorite characters from the iconic
ﬁrst two trilogies, Dragonlance
Chronicles and Dragonlance Legends-books that brought a generation of
readers into the fantasy fold.

In a spellbinding narrative of sacriﬁce
and survival, chaos and connection,
four characters are caught up in the
tides of history over three centuries
and drawn to the sacred White Rock
of San Blas oﬀ the coast of Mexico.

12 Hours to Say I Love You
Olivia Poulet
9781472271181 €11.99____
Headline

You Are Here
Eva Woods
9780751585315 €17.99____
Warner

Can the love of a lifetime be saved in
one night? Pippa Gallagher is rushed
in to hospital following a traﬃc
accident. As she lies unconscious,
pictures of the past ﬂash through her
mind. The day she met Steve
Gallagher, the man who would
become the love of her life. The
heartbreak she felt tonight as she got
into her car, her eyes blurry from
tears.

You Are Here is a novel about how the
tiniest of choices can cause ripples
through our lives. In the tradition of
Sliding Doors and In Five Years, this
novel explores what could have been
while also reminding us to have a little
faith in what's about to happen.

€15.99____

Book Eaters
Dean Sunyi
9780008479459 €15.99____
Harper Collins
A gorgeous fantasy horror - a book
about stories and fairytales with
family and love at its dark heart.

NON FICTION

Without Warning and Only....
Kit de Waal
9781472284846 €17.99 ____
Headline

*Sisters
O’Dowd & Fitzpatrick
9781911479833 €25.00
Royal Irish Academy

WITHOUT WARNING AND ONLY
SOMETIMES is a story of an
extraordinary childhood and how a
girl who grew up in house where the
Bible was the only book on oﬀer went
on to discover a love of reading that
inspires her to this day.

Nine writers trace the public and private
lives of nine sets of sisters. Artists,
publishers, writers, educationalists,
philanthropists, revolutionaries,
suﬀragists - thinkers all. Independent
women with hopes and ideals who
overcame barriers, even within their own
families, to their participation in public
life.

Future Stories
David Christian
9781787636477
Bantam

Woman’s World
Dan Jones
9781800240247 €37.50 ____
Head of Zeus

€17.99 ____

____

Drawing together science, history and
philosophy from a huge range of
places and times, Christian explores
how we prepare for uncertain
futures, including the future of
human evolution, artiﬁcial
intelligence, interstellar travel, and
more.

Photographs include: Queen Victoria,
Edith Cavell, Josephine Baker, Eva Peron,
Virginia Woolf, Clara Schumann, Martha
Gellhorn, Rosa Parks, Agatha Christie,
Frida Kahlo, Harriet Tubman, Florence
Nightingale, Hattie McDaniel and
Gertrude Bell; as well as revolutionaries
from China to Cuba, Geishas in Japan,
protestors on the Salt March, teachers
and pilots, nurses and soldiers.

Ukranian Essential Dictionary
Collins
9780008567903 €9.99_____
Harper Collins

Ready Steady Go
Paul Oakenfold
9781802790801 €19.99_____
Welbeck

A handy, aﬀordable Ukrainian to
English and English to Ukrainian
dictionary for daily use, including a
guide to common everyday
expressions in both languages.

The long-awaited autobiography from
the ﬁrst superstar DJ.
Follow Paul Oakenfold - worldrenowned DJ and dance music pioneer as he tells his incredible story of a
phenomenal career at the beating heart
of dance.

*Mythical Irish Places
Mark Joyce
9781782189336 €22.99 ____
Columba

Nailing It
Rich Hall
9781529422443 €17.99 ____
Quercus
A collection of hilarious and often
absurd epiphanies in the legendary
comedian's life that deﬁned him
more in a for worse than for better
kind of way - and all delivered in his
unique deadpan style.

*Cork City: Game of My Life
John O’Shea
9781910827550 €20.00 ____
Hero Books

*Limerick : Biography in Nine Lives
James Arthur O’Dea
9781910827543 €20.00 ____
Hero Books

Diana William and Harry
James Patterson
9781529125542 €16.99 _____
Ebury Press

The Jersey: The Al Blacks
Peter Bills
9781509856718 €15.99 ____
Macmillan
The phenomenal international
number one bestseller with exclusive
interviews with Richie McCaw, Steve
Hansen, Beauden Barrett and Dan
Carter, The Jersey is the deﬁnitive
story behind the greatest sports
team on the planet.

NON FICTION

How to Avoid a Climate Disaster
Bill Gates
9780141993010 €12.99 ____
Penguin Books

Red on Red
Phil McNulty
9780008489168
Harper Collins

In this urgent, authoritative book, Bill
Gates sets out a wide-ranging,
practical - and accessible - plan for how
the world can get to zero greenhouse gas
emissions in time to avoid a climate
catastrophe.

Liverpool and Manchester. Two gloriously
independent-minded, eclectic, culturally
vibrant places. Yet the inhabitants dislike
each other with a passion that is visceral.
It is a divide that spans generations,
across class, gender and ethnicity. And it
has grown over the years, largely driven
by one thing: football.

Badly Behaved Women
Anna-Marie Crowhurst
97818027972362 €23.99 ____
Welbeck

€17.99

____

*Day Michael Collins Was Shot
Meda Ryan
9781781997260 €12.99 ____
Poolbeg

Badly Behaved Women is the
illustrated story of the past 100 years
of the women's movement, from
suﬀrage, alleged bra burning and the
politics of hair to Beyonce, body
positivity and #MeToo.

Something Out of Place
Eimear McBride
9781788162876 €10.99 _____
Proﬁle
Here, Eimear McBride unpicks the
contradictory forces of disgust and
objectiﬁcation that control and shame
women. From playground taunts of
'only sluts do it' but 'virgins are frigid',
to ladette culture, and the arrival of
'ironic' porn

How to go Plant Based
Ella Mills
9781529313772 €31.99 ____
Hodder

Endurance
Levison Wood
9781801102568 €29.99 ____
Head of Zeus

The book features 100 plant-based
recipes for the whole family to enjoy,
with tips on adapting recipes for
anyone weaning their little ones. The
recipes will also feature the signature
deliciously ella concepts we all know
and love:

100 of the most astonishing stories of
human survival, adventure and
exploration, chosen by Levison Wood.

*State of Emergency
Richard Chambers
9780008502850 €11.99 ____
Harper Collins

Dinosair Philosophy
James Stewart
9780008530846 €10.99 ____
Harper Collins

The incendiary untold story of Ireland's
response to the most signiﬁcant public
health emergency of the past century,
woven from a wealth of original
research and dozens of interviews with
ministers, politicians, public health
experts, essential workers, and ordinary
people on whom the crisis exacted a
personal toll.

Expected Goals
Rory Smith
9780008484040 €19.99 ____
Harper Collins

Lateral Cooking
Niki Segnit
9781526652874 €27.50____
Bloomsbury

The Audacity
Katherine Ryan
9781788704007 €11.99____
Bonnier
No matter what I do, there will
always be something about me
that reads as simply, outrageously
audacious. And I wouldn't have it
any other way.

NON FICTION

Roald Dahl: Teller of the Unexpected
Matthew Dennison
9781788549417 €29.99 ____
Head of Zeus

Last Colony
Philippe Sands
9781474618137
Weidenfeld

From one of our ﬁnest contemporary
biographers, a concise life of Roald
Dahl - much-loved author and
creator of numerous iconic literary
characters.

Telling the story of the landmark
international judgement that brought an
end to Britain's colonial rule in Africa, THE
LAST COLONY is a riveting, enraging and
beautifully rendered history of
international law by the bestselling
author of EAST WEST STREET and THE
RATLINE

Rationality
Steven Pinker
9780141989860 €12.99 ____
Penguin Books

Planta Sapiens
Paco Calvo
9780349128443
Abacus

€17.99 ____

€17.99 ____

A mind-bending journey into the
secret world - and intelligence - of
plants

End of Innocence
Zoe Apostolides
9781914451454 €11.99 ____
Ad Lib
The ﬁrst in a series of true crime
books taking a fresh look at the
victims, their families and the
investigations behind unresolved,
infamous cold cases

Electronically Yours
Martyn Ware
9780349135144 €17.99 ___
Abacus

SAS: Rogue Heroes Tie In
Ben MacIntyre
9780241996904 €11.99 ____
Hamilton

Peril
Bob Woodward
9781398512160 €12.99 ____
S&S
Bob Woodward and Robert Costa's
compelling account of the
presidential transition from Donald
Trump to Joe Biden.

Working Backwards
Colin Bryar
9781529033847 €11.99 ____
Macmillan

Janes Patisserie Celebrate !
Jane Dunn
9781529148749 €23.99 ____
Ebury

Working Backwards gives an insider's
account of Amazon's approach to culture,
leadership and best practices from two
long-time, top-level Amazon executives.

Invention: A Life
James Dyson
9781471198779 €11.99 ____
S&S

I Alone Can Fix It
Carol D. Leonnig
9781526642660 €12.90 ____
Bloomsbury

Dyson has become a byword for great
design, brilliant invention and global
success. Now, James Dyson, the
entrepreneur who made it all happen,
tells his remarkable and inspirational
story in Invention: A Life.

The deﬁnitive behind-the-scenes
story of Trump's ﬁnal year in oﬃce, by
Philip Rucker and Carol Leonnig, the
Pulitzer Prize winning reporters and
authors of the #1 New York Times
bestseller, A Very Stable Genius

NON FICTION

Day of the Assassins
Michael Burleigh
9781529030174 €12.99 ____
Macmillan

Body
James Davies
9780008524074
Harper Collins

In Day of the Assassins, acclaimed
historian Michael Burleigh examines
assassination as a special category of
political violence and asks whether,
like a contagious disease, it can be
catching.

Cartier
Rachael Taylor
9781800783409
Piccadilly Press

€15.99 ____

Cartier: The Story Behind the Style is
a beautifully illustrated,
handbag-sized visual history of one of
the world's most iconic brands.

Carlow : Game of My Life
John Kelly
9781910827536 €20.00 _____
Hero Books

Little Guide to Leonard Cohen
Orange Hippo
9781800691940 €7.75 ____
Wellbeck

Life of a Song Volumes 1 & 2
Dalley & Cheal
9781399800587 €15.99 ____
Gollancz

Improve your wellbeing with exercises
expertly designed to optimise your body.
Enhance your health and mobility by
understanding common conditions from
arthritis and muscle strains, to IBS and
stress, and empower yourself with the
knowledge you need to achieve full-body
health.

The Little Guide to Leonard Cohen
features quotes from the man himself,
as well as contributions from many great
artists and commentators.

THE LIFE OF A SONG contains the
stories of 100 songs exploring each
song's biography and how they took
on a new life following their release.
Packed with intriguing factoids, these
bite-sized essays will delight music
fans and send you scurrying back to
listen to the songs in all their beauty

Tiﬀany & Co
Rachael Taylor
9781800783416
Picadilly Press

* irish Mammy In Your Pocket
McGann & Cassidy
9781788493932 €7.99 ____
O’Brien Press

Hard Yards
Nige Tassell
9781398504486 €11.99 ____
S&S

World-renowned for her unique
perspective on life, there is no-one quite
like the Irish Mammy. From the weather
to your choice of clothing the
quintessential Irish Mam has something
to say on every subject.

In The Hard Yards, Nige Tassell tells
the Championship's stories, uncovers
its hidden gems and takes the reader
on an entertaining and eye-opening
tour of the 2020/21 season.

And it was Beautiful
Phil Hay
9781841885179 €12.90 _____
Seven Dials

Persiana Everyday
Sabrina Ghayour
9781783255085 €31.99 _____
Aster Octopus

Busy Being Free
Emma Forrest
9781474620635 €17.99 ____
Weidenfeld

The behind-the-scenes story of the
Marcelo Bielsa revolution at Leeds
United and their ﬁrst season back in the
Premier League after sixteen years of
hurt. Featuring fresh personal insight
from Bielsa himself.

More than 100 all-new fuss-free recipes
for family & friends from the bestselling
author of Persiana

€17.99 ____

€15.99 ____

Tiﬀany & Co.: The Story Behind the Style
is a beautifully illustrated, handbag-sized
visual history of one of the world's most
iconic brands.

NON FICTION

Breaking History
Jared Kushner
9780063221482 €29.99 ____
Harper Collins

Last Team Out of Kabul
H.Collins
9781802471113 €11.99 ____
Ad Lib

Diana
Remembering The Princess
9781789466355 €17.99 ____
John Blake

Arsenal And After
Paul Davis
9781914197352 €23..99 _____
Reach Sport

Jared Kushner was one of the most
consequential presidential advisers
in modern history. For the ﬁrst time,
he recounts what happened behind
closed doors during the Trump
presidency.

As a Royal Marine Commando, H. Collins
served in Afghanistan in 2001 on combat
operations. He took part in the invasion
of Iraq in 2003, and returned for a second
tour the following year. In 2005, now a
private security contractor, he spent ﬁve
years in Ramadi and Fallujah, Iraq's
so-called 'triangle of death'.

On the 25th anniversary of her death,
this intimate and enlightening book
explores the legacy of Princess Diana,
and her inﬂuence on the monarchy, her
sons and on wider social attitudes.

A compelling, relevant and dramatic
life story from the front line of the
modern game. Paul Davis's story
takes us on a journey through almost
50 years at the very top in football

Russia: Myths and Realities
Sir Rodric Braithwaite
9781800811881 €21.99 ____
Proﬁle

*No Mere Irish The Kennedys of...
Therese Hicks
9781913934767 €25.00 ____
Eastwood Books

What We owe the Future
William MacAskill
9780861544820 €21.50 ____
Oneworld

*Can Ireland Be One?
Malachi O’Doherty
9781785373039 €18.95 ____
Merrion

Almost There: A Memoir
Nuala O’Faolain
9781848408678 €14.95 ____
New Island

Intensity : Our Story
Pep Lijinders
9781914197550 €19.99 ____
Reach Sport

Russia is the largest country in the
world, with the largest arsenal of
nuclear weapons. Over a thousand
years this multifaceted nation of
shifting borders has been known as
Rus, Muscovy, the Russian Empire,
and the Soviet Union. Thirty years ago
it was reinvented as the Russian
Federation.

Vicereines of Ireland Portraits of..
Myles Campbell
9781788550062 €39.99 ____
Merrion

*Impermanence
Hegarty & Hickey
9781838108199 €12.00 ____
No Alibis

"Our identity is intensity," declares
Liverpool FC assistant manager Pep
Lijnders in this compelling account of
the 2021/22 season, and from the
very ﬁrst chapter he takes us on a
thrilling football ride we will never
forget.

CHILDRENS

The Case of the Runaway Brain
Nick Sheridan
9781398506848 €8.80 ____
S&S

Kill Joy
Holly Jackson
9780008560713
Harper Collins

There's always a mystery to solve in
Snoops Bay! The ﬁrst in a brand-new,
laugh-out-loud, illustrated detective
series from award-winning journalist
and television presenter Nick Sheridan.

Find out where it all began for Pip in this
prequel novella to the bestselling,
award-winning A Good Girl's Guide to
Murder,Good Girl, Bad Blood and As
Good As Dead

Loki: Signed Indie Bad Gods Guide
Louie Stowell
9781529510188 €9.99 ____
Orion

Horrid Henry Prank Wars
Francesca Simon
9781510109681 €8.80 ____
ORION Children

€9.99 ____

Rule of Wolves
Leigh Bardugo
9781510104495
Orion Childrens

€10.99 ____

See the Grishaverse come to life on screen
with Shadow and Bone, now a Netflix
original series. The wolves are circling and
a young king will face his greatest
challenge in the explosive ﬁnale of the
instant No.1 New York Times-bestselling
King of Scars Duology.

Eternal Return of Clara Hart
Louise Finch
9781915071026 €10.99 ____
Little Island

Lottie Brooks is BACK for more
extremely embarrassing adventures
as she goes on holiday and gets her
very ﬁrst boyfriend!

Saucer Full of Secrets
Pam Henry
9781782189329 €12.99 ____
Columba

The thrilling third book in Chris
Colfer's No.1 New York Times
bestselling A Tale of Magic... series

10 Cats
Emily Gravett
9781509857364 €15.99 ____
Macmillan
While learning about counting and
colours, very young children will
delight in the adorable kittens on
every spread and the simple text
that is perfect for reading aloud.

Number One for Fiendish Fun! Join
Henry in a bumper edition of mayhem
with this mischievous collection of six of
his naughtiest prank stories!

Mega-Complicated Crushes of Lottie
Katie Kirby
9780241562031 €9.99 ____
Hamilton

A Tale of Magic
Chris Colfer
9781510202474 €9.99 ____
Little Brown

Cemetery Boys
Aiden Thomas
9781035008636 €10.99 ____
Macmillan
From the instant New York Timesbestelling author Aiden Thomas comes
an LGBTQIA+ ghost story about magic,
acceptance and what it means to be your
true self.

Daughter of Darkness
Katherine & Elizabeth Corr
9781471410918 €10.99 ____
Hot Key

CHILDRENS

Peppa Pig Oﬃcial Annual 2023
Peppa Pig
9780241543504 €10.99 ____
Hamilton

Peppa Pig Pop Up Unicorn
Peppa Pig
9780241543535 €9.99 ____
Hamilton

Lego Harry Potter
Lego
9780241544648 €15.99 ____
Hamilton

Tyrannosaurus Drip
Julia Donaldson
9781529069273 €9.99 ____
Macmillan

This bumper annual is packed full of
funny stories, great puzzles, brilliant
colouring, fun games and awesome
activities! It's guaranteed to keep little
ones entertained for hours.

Keep little hands busy with this brilliant
unicorn pop-up book - young readers
will love to see the magic jumping from
the page!

Go on a spellbinding visual journey
through the Hogwarts houses!
Features an exclusive Percy Weasley
miniﬁgure.

Celebrate ﬁfteen years of
embracing diﬀerences with this
shiny special anniversary edition of
Tyrannosaurus Drip featuring brand
new bonus material.

Just One of Those Days
Jill Murphy
9781529069242 €8.80 ____
Macmillan

Space Blasters
Katie Tsang
9780755500161 €8.80 ____
Farshore

Bad Guys 2
Aaron Blabey
9780702314353 €9.99 ____
Scholastic

My Dad is Deﬁnitely Not a Crime ..
Ben Davis
9780702315770 €9.99 ____
Scholastic

A wonderfully warm and relatable
story from the brilliant Jill Murphy,
who has sold over 4 million books
featuring the much-loved Bear Family, and a charming, long-awaited
third story to follow classic picture
books Peace at Last and Whatever
Next!

Save the universe in the awesome and
hilarious new space-themed adventure
series from bestselling authors Katie
and Kevin Tsang!

The second laugh-out-loud Bad Guys
episode by award-winning
creator Aaron Blabey, now in full colour.

A funny, heartfelt novel about
friendship and family - and where
the limits are for both.

Locked Out Lily
Nick Lake
9781471194849 €9.99 ____
S&S

Ember Shadows
Rebecca King
9781510109957 €9.99 ____
Orion Childrens

Amazing Edie Eckhart
Rosie Jones
9781444958379 €8.80 ____
Hodder

Paper Boat Paper Bird
David Almond
9781444963274 €11.99 ____
Hodder

A startlingly original,
stunningly-illustrated modern classic
about learning to face your fears
from the multi award-winning
partnership of Nick Lake and Emily
Gravett

With hints of Alice in Wonderland,
shades of The Phantom Tollbooth and
echoes of Pixar's Inside Out, this a
thrilling, warm-hearted race through
magical realms, a classic magical adventure, beautifully illustrated
throughout.

From TV comedian Rosie comes a sparky
and HILARIOUS series for readers aged
9+. Perfect for fans of Jacqueline Wilson
and DORK DIARIES.

CHILDRENS

*Gulliver
Jonathan Swift
9781788493420 €15.50 ____
O’Brian Press

*Lost in the Never Woods
Aiden Thomas
9781035011230 €10.99 ____
O’Brien Press

New paperback edition of this modern
retelling of a perennial favourite, with
illustrations by Lauren O'Neill!

Sorcery of Thorns
Margaret Rogerson
9781398518131 €10.99 ____
S&S

Tremendous Things
Susin Nielsen
9781839130588 €9.99 ____
Andersen

'A bewitching gem . . . I absolutely loved
every moment of this story'- Stephanie
Garber, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of the Caraval series

I Must Betray You
Ruta Sepetys
9781444967616 €9.99 ____
Hodder

How Many Ways Can You Cook an Egg?
Lizzie Mabbott
9781800781160 €19.99 ____
Picadilly Press

My First Baking Book
David Atherton
9781529505504 €18.90 ____
Walker

Trapped by an evil dictatorship, will
Cristian be forced to betray his family
or will he risk everything he loves to
resist? A bestselling YA thriller based
on real events, from a prizewinning author.

From shopping to chopping, this recipe
book is packed full of ideas and tips to get
kids cooking in the kitchen.From shopping to chopping, this recipe book is
packed full of ideas and tips to get kids
cooking in the kitchen.From shopping to
chopping, this recipe book is packed full
of ideas and tips to get kids cooking in
the kitchen.

A beautifully illustrated collection of
baking recipes for ﬁrst cooks written by
the 2019 winner of The Great British Bake
Oﬀ.

Pick a Story
Sarah Coyle
9781405299046 €9.99 ____
Farshore

My Mum is a Spy
Andy McNab
9781801300193 €8.80 ____
Welbeck

Bad Panda
Swapna Haddow
9780571352456 €8.80 ____
Faber & Faber

The ﬁrst in a sparkling new series of
'pick your own' picture book
adventures!

First in a lively action-packed adventure
series for readers age 7+, co-written by
bestselling authors Andy McNab and Jess
French.

On EVERY PAGE you will ﬁnd:
Guaranteed laughs!
Stylish two-colour illustrations!
General PANDAmonium!

Bear and Bird
Jonny Lambert
9780241491805 €11.99 ____
Hamilton

Mia and the Lightcasters
Janelle McCurdy
9780571368433 €9.99 ____
Faber & Faber

CHILDRENS

Filippo Me and the Cherry Tree
Paola Peretti
9781471411052 €9.99 ____
Hot Key

Oﬃcial Guess the Pokemon
Pokemon
9781408367049 €8.85 ____
Orchard

This Woven Kingdom
Tahereh Maﬁ
9780755500093 €10.99 ____
Farshore

A powerful, uplifting and moving story
of a teenage girl's battle against losing
her sight and keeping her friendships.

Have fun ﬁnding out how many
Pokemon you can recognise from their
silhouettes in this oﬃcial book, with
over 100 Pokemon to guess!

Clashing empires, forbidden romance,
and a long-forgotten queen destined to
save her people-New York Times
bestselling author Tahereh Maﬁ's ﬁrst
novel in this epic, romantic fantasy
series inspired by Persian mythology.

Dreaming by Starlight
Siobhan Curham
9781529504019 €8.80 ____
Walker

Weird But True
National Geo Kids
9780008532963 €23.99 ____
Harper Collins
This 2023 children's annual is loaded with
all-new jaw-dropping, eye-popping,
brain-bending facts and bright, bold
photography!

Egyptian Myths
Jean Menzies
9780241538739 €19.99 ____
Hamilton

Three Bullets
Melvin Burgess
9781839132049 €10.99 ____
Andersen

